ABSTRACT
them2l, the resonances and particles produced in the string breaking may fuse forming clusters.
In the other proposal3l , the strings produced in a nucleus -nucleus collision fuse if they overlap in impact parameter space. As a result, heavy flavour is produced 'Tlore efficiently and there is a reduction of the total multiplicity. Both kind of models can be distinguished looking at the long range correlations in rapidity. To measure such correlations the backward -forward dispersion D�F =<na nF>-<na><nF> is used, where na (nF) is the number of particles in a backward (forward) rapidity range (both separated by at least 1.5 units). Indeed, in any model based on a superposition of independent exchanges (Pomerons or st.rings), is easy to show that D1F is proportional to the squared dispersion of the number of exchanges•) . Cluster formation implies the fusion of particles or resonances close in rapidity (the clustering proccess needs some time to develop), so the long range correlations are not affected. In the model of fusion of strings, the dispersion in the number of strings is damped by the fusion of them, implying a reduction in the long range correlations5l . In the limit of strong fu sion, at asymtotic energies and in the central region D2 � A-1!3 and <n> � const. (without fusion D2 � A113 and <n> � A113). Long range correlations have been studied5J using a String Fusion Monte Carlo code. 6000 minimum bias events for PbPb collisions at SPS and 10000 for CuCu at RHIC have been generated. In Fig. 1 D1F has been plotted with (black dots) and without (stars) string fusion for events with charged multiplicities greater than nch.th•· For nch,th• = 1500 ( � 3 times <n c h> in both cases) the reduction from the no fusion t.o t.hc fusion case is � 1.5 for PbPb and � 4 for CuCu. This effect could be easily measurable experimentally. In conclusion we thank J. Tran Thanh Van for organizing such a nice meeting. 
